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What

A frazzzled young woman
w
struggles with the
t disenchaantment thaat can come
e
when our holiday expectation
ns don’t alig
gn with realitty, and the idols we
earts. Theme
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Parentts, Family, Traaditions
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When

Christm
mas Presentt
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Can be
e as elaboratte as you waant. She is wrapping
w
pre
esents as she is talking.
Wrapp
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Scissors
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Box to wrap
Tape

Why

Exodus 20:30

How

This sccript can also
o be perform
med with no
o action at all. She may simply
s
speak to
the audience or sh
he may do some other holiday
h
activvity like decorating a tre
ee.
nversational and person
nable, as if yo
ou are speakking to one person. If yo
ou
Be con
are usiing props, be sure to wo
ork with them as you de
eliver the mo
onologue. Block
B
differe
ent sections of the scriptt. For instance, be aware
e of which places
p
in the
e
script you
y will havve a gift wrap
pped. (Blockking is putting action an
nd moveme
ent
with th
he lines- i.e. “move to staage left while saying “…
…Christmas has
h had
differe
ent plans.” Ettc.) If you do
on’t practice the action and
a plan on “winging” itt on
stage, chances are
e you’ll be trripped up.
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“My Christmas Chaos”

Actress is wrapping presents, decorating a tree, or some other holiday activity.
If you had asked me 3 hours ago what I most wanted for Christmas this year,
I would have without hesitation answered, “An aspirin!”
I’m exhausted.
This year we’re spending Christmas at grandma’s house. And that sounds
PERFECT from the outset, doesn’t it? Played out in my head, it was all
…over the river…
…through the woods…
…and visions of dancing sugar plums. In my mind’s eye, Norman Rockwell
would be annoyed at the amount of nostalgia our holiday would conjure.
Honestly, when the season began I was prepared to convert all grinches with
two turtledoves, a partridge in a pear tree, and a good dose of yesteryear.
Although, this year, it seems Christmas has had different plans.
But, I mean, this is CHRISTMAS, right? I’m celebrating the birth of my Savior!
Halls are being decked with boughs of holly, for cryin’ out loud! I just KNEW
all would be well because here at Grandma’s house there would be stockings
hung by the chimney with care, and we’d drown the year’s misadventures in
hot chocolate with mini-marshmallows. Bring on the yuletide quaintness
and serenity!
I suppose there should be a label for this kind of wishful thinking. “HolidayInduced Oblivion,” maybe….brought on by an acute nog deficiency of some
sort.
Well anyway, on Christmas Eve we like to get the whole extended family
together. And since this doesn’t happen every year, it’s a welcomed novelty
for us. I guess there is a part of me (somewhere in a very naïve part of my
consciousness) that chooses to remember these gatherings like a scene out
of the movie “White Christmas.” Inevitably, I’m genuinely surprised when we
DON’T all sit around the fire singing about the wonders of snow in pitchperfect harmony.
Nope. Not even close.

To read the rest of this script and perform it, download the full version at
SkitGuys.com!
ENDING:
Though I didn’t like to admit it, I was worshipping the customs….not the
Christ. In that moment, right there in the middle of my chaos, the Prince of
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Peace drew me out of my private temper tantrum and tenderly reclaimed His
rightful place in my heart…and my holiday. And for that I’m grateful.
So this year I have the pleasure of celebrating the birth of a King, and the
rebirth He offers to us all. Alright, so maybe our Christmas memories will be
a bit…..unconventional. Maybe Norman Rockwell would be horrified at the
sheer mayhem of it all. But I like to look at it this way: We’ll be heading
home soon…and then I’ve got a WHOLE YEAR to shake the memory of my
great aunt’s dentures falling into the mashed potato bowl. Paint THAT,
Rockwell.
Merry Christmas! (Lights out.)
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